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Introduction
Chris Kapp has 30 years experience in the Turbomachinery
Industry in all application areas of Oil & Gas as well as Industry
living in the US, Europe and Asia with companies such as DemagDelaval, Rolls-Royce, Siemens and Hoerbiger.
Chris has a MSc in mechanical & aerospace engineering from
RWTH University in Aachen, Germany and the NIU in Trondheim,
Norway and studied finance with KIAMS in Harihar, India.
Chris has consulted with the Dept of Energy, the EPA and API.
Currently Vice President Energy at AFGlobal, a packager of
compressors and gas turbine gensets, Chris is also an author of
the book focused on rotating equipment
• “How to sell Engineered Products” published by Pennwell.
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Problem Statement: Sustainability
• Most companies in O&G have statements that demonstrate how they will improve emissions
• According to Hydrocarbon Processing 51% of respondents to its latest survey stated they had a
sustainability statement, another 20% were working on it.
• Many financing companies are looking for these statements and more and more investors are
demanding an ever aggressive, increasing effort to reduce the carbon footprint.
• Equinor wants to make all O&G sites emissions free by 2050! (FuelFix Jan 12 )
• Repsol who recently bought into the Eagle Ford will also cut ALL emissions by 2050

Pressure is mounting

Problem: Perception Gas & Oil (API’s 2020 State of the Energy Industry Event)
• A group of the world's largest oil companies pledged in 2018 to cut emissions to a quarter
percent of their total natural gas production by 2025. One of the areas of largest concern is
Texas and the Permian Basin, where producers hope a series of new pipelines will allow them
to get more gas to market, instead of burning it off in an industry practice known as flaring.

Environmental
Defense Fund,
Colin Leyden Jan
2019 (2017 data)
At the very least the O&G Industry has a massive PR problem. Houston Chronicle Jan 12, 2020

Environmental
Expenditures by the
US Oil & Natural Gas
Industry, API 2019

Everybody is watching, You cannot hide….

In February 2018 ESA (European Space Agency) detected and measured a massive leak of 120 metric
tons per hour methane in Belmont, OH. XTO reported a far smaller leak.
After that 6 super emitters were detected in the Permian. Drones are also being used.
Source: NYT Dec 2019

Space Agencies can measure ppm methane from Mars orbit in their search for life.
They can certainly find large leaks on Earth.

Dept. of Energy Greenhouse Gas Sources Statistics, June 2019

Compressor Station Emissions top the list
Gas Engines are #4 and #7
Transmission occupy #1, #5 and #6
Gas processing comes in at #8
Blowdowns are # 13
The “compression” industry owns most of the issues > 2/3 ! or 180 BCF Methane = total 350BCFY!

Dept. of Energy CO2 Greenhouse Gas Sources Statistics, June 2019

Wellhead and gas processing are the
bad boys in CO2 emissions
Emissions are not improving

Major Pipelines coming into play will reduce “methane” flaring significantly

There are 97,000 permitted flares located in over
200 counties in Texas alone.
The number of new permits issued by the Texas
Railroad Commission increased ten-fold in recent
years.
The Wall Street Journal confirmed that no flare
permits have been denied in Texas in 2018.
NOAA (National Oceanic & Atmospheric Ass.) and
even ESA measure flare volumes from space.

Does the press know and the public understand this ?!

How much is being flared per permitted site?

Lots of very small sources but surprisingly
quite a few “large” sources, app. 400MCFD

400MCFD can provide app. 1.5 MW in power
(radial gas turbine)
40 MCFD can provide app. 150 KW electrical power
(micro gas turbine)
The whole range could be used for reciprocating engines
*depends on the quality of the gas, excludes large amounts of inerts

TRRC Texas Railroad Commission

Flare Gas Characteristics
• Flares can be found in every part of the Oil & Gas Values Chain.
• Typical compositions change from site to site and may be highly variable in flow (1:30!). This may
require surge bottles to compensate.
• Well Head: High BTU, wet gas at the well head with some corrosive components
• Gas processing: High H2S and CO2
• Transmission: High Methane with occasional High Nitrogen (buffer gas)
• LNG : similar to gas processing
• Refinery: a volatile cocktail of next to anything incl. Hydrogen
• Offshore: similar to wellhead but may include significant amounts of Nitrogen and CO2

What to Do About Emissions ?
• Burn

Easy, light a match, create more emissions

• Recover

Recoup, offset investment by recovering valuable gas

• Reduce Losses

More efficient seals, offset not losing valuable gas

• Enhances Oil recovery, make Liquids The big plant solution, costly.
• Change operational behavior ( less blowdowns, more efficient operation )
• Generate power

replace imported power

Techniques: Flares
Flares can be called Burners, Oxydizers or emission control devices (ECDs). An
open flare will have a visible flame. Both open and enclosed flares are common.
Visibility of the flame and smoke development can be an issue if the flare volume
and therefore the fuel / air ratio changes a lot.
Some significant design features include a flame arrestor, check valve, refractory
lining and a stable air mixing system.
Performance testing ports may have to included to get to 98% Volatile Organic
Compounds (VOC) destruction.
However while flares destroy greenhouse gases, they do at the cost of increasing
NOx, CO emissions greatly. CO2, a combustion by product that is also a
greenhouse gas is also increased.
This will add an emissions footprint equal or greater to any engine or turbine
without any production benefits.
Flares get rid of Methane but generate a large load of NOx and CO2 for no use

Techniques: Pneumatic Actuators
• Is one of the top three sources of greenhouse gas emissions in O&G.
• The EPA estimates there are 85,000 pneumatic devices in the transmission space alone
• It is estimated that 80% devices
could be retrofitted with low bleed
capabilities.
• Reductions of 45-260 Mcfy per
device are claimed
• The use of instrument air, nitrogen
or electrically controlled devices is
encouraged where these utilities exist.
Hint: N2 membrane generators are often used near compressors

EPA Global Methane Initiative

https://www.epa.gov/natural-gas-star-program/recommended-technologies-reduce-methane-emissions

EPA Global Methane Initiative

Techniques: Vapor Recovery Compression
A common solution but requires equipment that is more expensive than a flare and more
maintenance. This may still require a flare as a backup !
However the great advantage is that all gas is recovered minus the amount required for the
compressor engine. Combustion emissions are created but certainly far less than in a flare.
However there are limits for very small compressors and the pressure ratio they can reliably boost
too. Feeding atmospheric gas into a high-pressure pipeline of a turbine fuel system are possible.

Recips, rotary vane and screw compressors are common
Operational issues may include oil thinning
and temperature control of the compressor when starting up
on rich gas.

Techniques: CO2/Natural Gas Injection & LNG/CNG
• CO2 reinjection

Kinder Morgan and Denbury do this a lot for enhanced oil recovery

• Gas to Methanol

GasTechno / Primus Green Energy

• CNG

Many different players

• (Compressed Natural Gas)

• LNG

Many different players,

• (Liquefied Natural Gas)

• GTL
• (Natural Gas to Liquids)

Compact GTL and Calvert Energy

These solutions require relatively large gas volumes and are CAPEX intensive.

Techniques: Compressor Venting Reduction & Avoidance Strategies
Dry Gas Seals
A centrifugal compressor with a dry gas seal may “leak” up to 5
SCFM gas per seal. The natural gas is then mixed with N2/air seal gas.
Often flared or just vented, it should be either recompressed into the fuel
system or burned for power generation. Increasing the backpressure
reduces or sometimes eliminates the recompression requirement.
Recip Compressor Packing
All packings leak however all OEMs and their major suppliers have premium
packing that can reduce leakage dramatically and last far longer than standard.
They are mostly retrofittable in the same packing cases and are an affordable
solution to reduce compressor vents. New designs are coming out to
reduce/eliminate blowdown in standstill conditions.
Problem is you have to ask for them, they are not default OEM standard
Most rental fleet operators do not use them as they are not selectable in OEM program
OEMs and Service providers can be more proactive in suggesting low emission options

Techniques: Conversion of Waste Heat to Electricity
• FERC often requires the study of waste heat recovery on pipelines
• However efficiency benefits often do not remain with the pipelines but may revert to the shipper
• Thermoelectric (Solid State) Waste Heat Recovery (Alphabet Energy E1) takes exhaust heat
and produces electricity.
• Ormat, (Rankine Cycle) has been used on Rolls-Royce and Solar Gas Turbines with success

Saturated Steam systems are not used in O&G, but common in the industrial world

Power Generation of Flare Gas with Micro and Radial Gas Turbines
• Capstone Microturbines 30, 65 or 200 KW (ISO) production per unit. 3, or 4 packs are available

• Flex Energy Radial Turbines 333 KW (ISO) per unit, 4 packs are available

• AFGlobal/OPRA Radial Turbine 1,800 KW (ISO) per unit

Fuel cells are great future ideas

Power Generation
• Fuel Gas Suitability & Emissions Performance
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There are variations to stated figures. Confirm all details with your selected OEM and actual site and fuel conditions

Power Generation
• Package & Convenience
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Confirm all details with your selected OEM and actual site and fuel conditions

Large Gas Pipeline Mainline Station
Situation: 2 large gas turbines each > 20 MW driving turbo compressor pipeliners
Demand of 1 MW Power for after-coolers and associated station equipment
Power from Grid for reliability reasons
Courtesy Basic systems

Base Solution: Vapor Recovery System plus flare (app 400mscfd in total)

Better Environmental Solution:
Backpressure from Dry Gas Seal system,
feeds directly into radial/micro gas turbine
Generate all the power required for the site,
use utility as backup.
Lower operational costs and eliminate
400 mscfd emissions with a
nominal amount pf NOx
(app. 4tons/year) but replace higher emissions at
main power plant (utility) plus electrical transmission losses.
Accounting for “losses” and efficiency gains to the shipper requires some creativity

Chris Kapp
ckapp@afglobalcorp.com
832-421 6741

Energy Solutions
Pumping, Compression & Energy Solutions

